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Short Description

NV Green: We set out to develop a sleeve color that comes as close as possible to match that of the official
NVIDIA Green. To do so, we took the same Pantone number from the official logo and used that to create this
beautiful shade. We are proud to announce that this Teleios color is as close as you will ever get.

Description

Teleios – Definition: Greek “complete, finished, perfection – nothing else needed.”

Months of development went into crafting the ideal sleeve for beginners just getting into the hobby, to
professionals who demand the utmost quality to reflect their project. Teleios sleeve embodies the core
components needed to achieve this feat.

Tight PET Filament Weave
To start, PET filaments are tightly wound together to create its circular shape. So tight that it is very difficult to
see through the material without it even being stretched. This creates a natural barrier from being able to see
the wire underneath the sleeve which is the main goal when sleeving your cables. Furthermore, the sleeve
holds its tight weave even when the sleeve is bent, or for example placed around sharp corners. Other sleeve
types will fray apart unveiling the wire underneath especially those of larger diameters. We developed Teleios
sleeve with this in mind and found 4mm is the perfect blend of size and pliability.

Easy to Use
What makes a sleeve great if it is not easy to use? A great sleeve needs to be easy to use. This implies that
beginners will not have issues using the sleeve, or that the technique can be picked up easily. Both of which
Teleios sleeve delivers on. Some sleeve types are catered towards the more experienced leaving the
beginners feeling frustrated and eventually give up. Sleeving with Teleios is as easy as pulling the sleeve over
the wire, and melt.

Industry Standard
Teleios sleeve has been used alongside some of the industry leading technology companies in the world to
showcase their new products. From NVIDIA to award winning producers such as Deadmau5 to name a few,
Teleios sleeve was used in sleeving the power supplies that powered their new tech. We have been fortunate
to be brought alongside in creating these beautifully crafted cables for their projects many of which can be
found all over the internet.

Other names include:

NVIDIA GeForce Garage
Intel
EK Water Blocks
Jayztwocents
Pualshardware
Bitwit
and more..
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 Note: Sleeving is sold by the foot!

Features

Tight PET filament weave
Easy to use (for beginners just starting, or for the professionals)
Industry standard. Showcased in some of the most elite clientele in the world.
4mm diameter hugs the wire effortlessly
To stretch or not to stretch? You decide.
Pliable yet holds its shape
Modern, and sleek color range
Low melting temperature makes it a must for heatshrinkless sleeving. Enjoy

Additional Information

Brand MAINFrame Customs

SKU MC-TELEIOS4MM-NVGREEN

Weight 0.0200

Color Green

Sleeve Size 4mm

Material PET


